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Feast around export Dutch
breeding stock to Turkey
With a festive gathering in Izmir on
Friday, September 14th, delegates
from the Turkish and Dutch cattle
industry celebrated the fact that the
Netherlands is allowed to export
breeding stock to Turkey. All official
signs are on green. In the meantime the

first heifers have arrived in Turkey.
Reinoud van Gent, general manager
of Veepro Holland, expressed the
expectation that, in the near future,
several thousands of heifers will go to
Turkey. There exists a great demand
for Dutch genetics.
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Dairy farms in the Netherlands are
expanding rapidly. The average farm
now has 143 milking cows, heifers,
and calves. In 2000, the total was 101
head. In other words, a growth of 40
percent in over 10 years. The average
number of milking cows is now at 85
head, and clearly on its way to 100
cows.
Expansion continues in a strong way,
and it goes hand in hand with animals
being housed indoors more and more.
While in 2000 still 90 percent of the
cattle went outside, at present that
has dropped to 70 percent. On farms

with more than 160 milking cows
(twice the average) almost 60 percent
of the farmers keep the cows inside
year around.
The Netherlands now has approx.
16,500 dairy farms. They represent
almost half of the 36,000 large
and medium-sized agricultural
and horticultural operations,
which account for 95 percent of
the agricultural production. The
remainder comes from 35,000 small
hobby farms, or farms where the
owners have another source of income
(paid work elsewhere, recreation, etc.)
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Type specialist Classic dies
Poos Stadel Classic, one of the most
outstanding Dutch red-and-white
sires of recent years, is no more. The
son of the internationally renowned
Stadel became almost thirteen years
of age. Classic goes down in history
as an excellent type transmitter. His
score of 114 for type is very high.
This is reflected by his daughters,
including Brook Marie 61 owned by
breeder Hans Puttenstein, who won
the national championship at the AllHolland Dairy Show this year. Classic
now has 25 daughters to his name
that have scored excellent.

Eric Elbers

Design
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Around the world

Breed4Food bundles strength of
top breeding companies
Four international breeding
companies have joined forces with
Wageningen UR to strengthen the
position of the Netherlands as an
internationally leading breeding
country. To that purpose, they
have founded the leading institute
Breed4Food, and on September 4th
the necessary documents were signed
in Wageningen.
The four companies are: CRV (cattle),
Hendrix Genetics (poultry and pork),
TOPIGS (pork) and Cobb Europe
(poultry). They each belong to the
world top in the breeding industry.
Wageningen University & Research
Center is well-known worldwide
for its research and educational
institution.
Breed4Food needs to ensure the

strengthening of the knowledge and
expansion ambitions in the area
of breeding, from which the next
links in the food chain will also
profit. This particularly pertains
to the use of DNA information and
the development of new breeding
traits, in the area of longevity for
example. The next links in the food
chain will benefit from this, because
the quality of the animal proteins
increases, people can work more
efficiently and sustainably, and with
less environmental degradation. The
leading institute also wants to work
towards a clever way to process and
analyze the large flow of figures that
currently emanate from genomics.
This should result in a step forward
for breeding.

Solid research

Slowly but surely we are leaving the
limitations surrounding Blue Tongue behind
us. Since three years there has been no more
viral circulation in the Netherlands. That
lead to a publication of the OIE saying that
as of February 15, 2012, the Netherlands
was officially free of this disease. Gradually,
the bilateral health certificates, that are
required for the export of breeding heifers to
third countries, are being adapted, so that
restrictions pertaining to BT are a thing of
the past.
At the end of 2011, Europe was rocked by
a new virus, named Schmallenberg. This
meant that occasionally, a defective calf
was born from an animal that had been in
contact with the virus earlier on. More and
more solid research shows however that
the infection remains very limited. Cows
that have gone through an infection once
in their life, become forever immune to
Schmallenberg.
Now that the results of the research have
become widely known, we see that the use
of annexes, which set extra requirements for
the import of heifers from the Netherlands, is
disappearing.
The OIE have clearly explained what risks
there are on their Factsheet, which can be
found on the Wahid site of the OIE
(http://www.oie.int/wahis/public.php).
In addition, they also indicate how to
prevent any problems when importing
heifers from the Netherlands.

Hoornaar Centenary Show
was published named ‘De Dirk’. This
name refers to Dirk 4, the bull that
made furore around Hoornaar almost
100 years ago.

Alex Arkink

A centenary celebration of a ‘show’
is very unique. On October 6th, the
show Hoornaar celebrated its 100th
anniversary. That Day is very well
known among dairy farmers. As
it happens, two of Holland’s top
breeders, Teus van Dijk and Nico Bons,
live and work in the region around
Hoornaar, in western Holland. With
their top cows, they participated in the
show. Bons won the show with his cow
Bons Holstein Ella 139 (s. Boss Iron).
Teus van Dijk with Wilhelmina 358 (s.
Juror) won the silver medal.
Especially for the centenary, a glossy

Ella 139, the winner of Hoornaar

Index for feed efficiency on the way
An international index for feed
efficiency is in the making. Under the
name of ‘Global Dry Matter Initiative’
(gDMI) 10 universities, AI companies
and herd-books from nine countries
are working together to develop such
breeding value.
From the Netherlands, breeding
organisation CRV and Wageningen
University are involved. The US,
Canada, Germany, Denmark and New
Zealand are also represented. The

idea is that, via breeding, it will be
possible to obtain cows which, while
receiving less feed, are able to realize
high milk production. Bulls are a
determining factor in this process. The
researchers are currently collecting
feed-intake data and DNA information
from 9,000 cows. The DNA of 6,400
of these cows is known. Out of this,
a genomic index for feed efficiency
should emerge. The gDMI hopes to
present that index next spring.

Once again, science has proven its worth:
Well-founded knowledge based on solid
and independent research gives a good
understanding of the facts.
It is expected that in the near future, more
and more countries will conclude that the
Schmallenberg virus does not threaten the
import of heifers from the Netherlands.
Australia is a country where a similar virus
has been known for years already. In that
country, the virus ultimately did not lead to
export limitations.
Dutch heifers are in high demand. In an
average year, between 40,000 and 50,000
head cross the border. The second life of
these heifers elsewhere will especially make
their new owners in the importing countries
very happy. For they are strong and highly
productive animals with good genetics. They
will increase the production of milk: a basic
necessity. Veepro Holland is happy to make a
contribution by keeping you well informed.
Reinoud van Gent,
General Manager Veepro
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Leading article

Export breeding sto
A Dutch breeding heifer does not simply travel across the border. Before
she goes to her new owner, she undergoes a series of tests to guarantee
that a completely healthy animal will travel abroad, on a strictly
controlled transport with very good treatment.

T

he Netherlands is famous
for its breeding stock. Heifers
are in high demand. In an
average year, between 40,000
and 50,000 head cross the
border. Each transport is
given the necessary care and
inspections. That is regulated
up to the last details. On that
score, the Netherlands has an
outstanding reputation. During

transport, the animals almost
receive VIP treatment. The
exporter and the transporter
are very keen to bring the
valuable heifers in good
condition and good health to
the place of destination. That
is important for the animal
welfare and for the continuity
of the export.

Veterinarian Berend Scholten
checks if there is indeed a calf

The Dutch Food and Consumer
Product Safety Authority
NVWA) plays a key role in
the inspections and issuing of
documents. The government
agencies (the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, Agriculture
and Innovation, and the
Ministry of Health, Welfare
and Sport) ensure the health of
the animals, but also see to it
that transport is in accordance
with the strict European
regulations. The inspections
and the issuing of certificates

Supervision

is a pricey undertaking for
the exporters. An official
veterinarian, who comes a few
times to check on the animals,
costs 250 euro per hour. Then
there are also the additional
costs for the documents. This
means that the transportation
of a full trailer (approx. 35
heifers) to a country outside
of the EU can quickly involve
700 euro.
It takes quite some work
and money before a heifer
travels abroad, explain Henk
van Dommelen and Marco
de Keizer, members of the
board of Veepro Holland, who
are mainly concerned with
issues relating to the export
of heifers. They distinguish
different stages, from selection
to delivery.

A. Selection

Only heifers qualify whose
dam, granddam and great-

granddam have proven their
ability to produce a good
quantity of milk. In general
this means that the dam of the
animal produced a minimum
of 6,500kg milk as a twoyear-old and a minimum of
7,000kg per lactation as a cow.
This information is available
from the herd-book papers. In
addition, there are a number of
zoological requirements which
the heifers need to meet.
The exporter takes care
of purchase and selection,
sometimes in the presence of
the buyer, and visits farmers
to select bred heifers. From
each animal, the individually
traceable identification
number, which is also shown
on the ear tag of the animal,
is recorded on a list. The
customer receives this list.
There are always a number
of reserve animals selected,
so that the exporter has
replacements available in case
one of the animals does not
qualify. If the reserve animals
are not transported, they are
placed in a separate area of the
export barn for 21 days. After
that, they can return to a dairy
farm or they can become part
of a next shipment.

Lots of paper work
The export of bred heifers requires a whole series of documents.
They enable the authorities to check whether everything is in
good order. En route, they need to check and sign most of the
papers, and provide them with the necessary stamps. All in all,
a whole lot of paper.
For the animals
1. T
 races, the official European health certificate. That certificate
is valid throughout the European Union. If export is planned to
a country outside of the EU, then a health certificate for third
countries is required.
2. T
 he passport for each animal, containing all data of the heifer:
pedigree, identification and registration.
3. E
 ventual blood results of different tests for animal diseases
complete with additional declarations by the veterinarian.
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For the transport
1. P
 roof of professional competence haulier.
2. Proof of professional competence driver.
3. Approval certificate for the cattle truck.
4. Certificate of cleaning and disinfection of the truck.
5. CMR bill of lading.
6. Travel journal.
7. Country transport license for the countries through which the
truck passes. Possibly supplemented with data along the route
when the trailer is weighed.
8. Reservation of resting/control points.
9. If applicable, reservation of roll-on/roll-off for the ferry
service.
10. Import certificate from the country of destination.
11. Document certifying that the animal transport leaves the EU.

ck fully guaranteed
During transport, the animals
almost receive VIP treatment

B. Gathering

It easily takes two or
three weeks, before all the
heifers are being gathered
for transport. Conform the
regulations, they arrive
together in one go. The
animals are housed in an
export barn, the owner of
which is licensed by the
government. That facility
must meet a series of
strict hygiene and building
requirements in order to
avoid contamination, among
other things. Those strict
requirements also apply
to barn personnel and
veterinarians. In order to
guarantee this, the inspector
of the Animal Health Service
can carry out unexpected
inspections.
If the heifers go to a farm
within the EU, transport
needs to take place within
7 days of gathering. For
export outside of the EU, the
maximum time in isolation
in the export facility is 30
days. The inspector checks
from time to time to prevent
animals from being added in
the meantime.
Once in the barn, an official
veterinarian determines
whether the heifers indeed
qualify for export.
A pregnancy check shows
whether the heifer actually
is in-calf, and whether the
breeding date corresponds.
He takes blood samples
to check if the heifers are
carriers of certain diseases
or have been exposed to
them, depending on the
requirements of each
country. These blood
samples are tested by the
official laboratories of the
Health Institute for Animals
or the Central Veterinarian
Institute. The choice of
institute depends on the
diseases that need to be

tested for. If required, the
veterinarian can vaccinate
against IBR, BVD, etc.
He records all of this in a
declaration.
If necessary, clipping of
head and tail, as well as cold
branding take place during
that stay in the export barn.

C. The export day

There is a difference between
export within the EU and
outside of the EU. Once the
required papers have arrived
and a health certificate has
been issued, the heifers can be
transported.
An Animal Health Service
inspector will check on
site. That begins already
when the animals arrive at
the export barn. Ahead of
time, the exporter needs to
block a period of time on
the day of arrival with this
inspector, during which
an official government
veterinarian will visit to
check the quarantine facility
for hygiene and disinfection.
He returns later that same
day to inspect the animals,
followed by intermediate
inspections every ten days.
On the actual export day, an
animal health inspector will
issue a health certificate for
each truck, which indicates
that the animals meet the
requirements of the countries
they pass through and of the
import country.
After each export, cleaning
and disinfecting the empty
barn is mandatory within 24
hours. This must be recorded
by the exporter in a log book.
The animal health inspector
ensures full adherence.

D. Transportation

In advance, the exporter
needs to submit a travel
See next page
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E. Delivery

Upon arrival, the customer
checks the travel journal
and determines whether the
heifers have arrived healthy
and in good condition.
After that he indicates his
satisfaction by signing
the required CMR bill of
lading. CMR means that the
transporter adheres to the
standards of the Convention
of the United Nations for the
international transport of
cargo over land. This threelanguage cargo document
is used throughout Europe
and by other countries
that are affiliated with the
Convention.
All that remains is the
subsequent cleaning and
disinfecting of the cattle
truck, after which the export
has successfully come to an
end. However, the export is
only really a success when
the animals have calved and
are milking according to
expectation. l
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World record
for components

The Dutch national dairy herd has reached

a new milestone. For the first time ever, the
mark of 2,400kg fat and protein produced
during the life of a dairy cow has been passed.
The average is now at 2,406kg.

The Netherlands is the

world record holder for
components with Holstein
Friesian, internationally
the most used dairy breed.
This position has been
strengthened in the period
between September 2011 and
September 2012. Registered
cows that were culled in
that year had produced on
average 30,536kg milk with
4.37% fat and 3.51% protein
in 1116 production days.

This converts to 1,333kg fat
and 1,073kg protein. Twenty
years ago, that was 22,132kg
milk with 977kg fat and
766kg protein, for a total of
1743kg fat and protein.
In other words, in twenty
years time an increase of
almost 40 percent was
realised for components.
Ten years ago, the 2,000kg
mark was passed for the first
time, and now the number
of kilograms is above 2,400.

In the past year, there was
an increase of 20kg, and
this growth is expected to
continue.

27.4kg milk per day

Milk production per cow per
day is also increasing. The
herd-book cows that were
culled over the last year on
average produced 27.4kg milk
per day. That is 0.1kg more
than the year before. That
milk contains almost 1kg
protein and 1.2kg fat. That
average daily production
steadily continues to climb.
Twenty years ago, it was at
22.2kg milk per day, now it
is over 5kg more (+23%). It
is quite an achievement, to
have that increase coincide
with an even greater growth
in components, which makes
the milk more valuable.

An example of the modern Dutch HF-cow: Kompas Olga 708 (s. Kian). Lifetime prod.: 2060 68,822 4.52 3.75
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Alger Meekma

plan for approval to the
Animal Health Service
(NVWA), including travel
time, route, rest places,
check points and possibly
a location of transfer. Also
ferry reservations have to be
arranged ahead of time. The
transport can be followed via
GPS. During this transport,
the driver has to keep a
travel journal, which he
submits after the trip to the
Animal Health Service. The
official body checks whether
plan and journal match. If
not, stiff fines can follow.
During the journey, the
driver needs to comply with
the European Transport
Act 1.2005: after 14 hours
of travel, a minimum rest
period for the heifers of one
hour must be included to
feed and water them. After
another 14 hours of travel,
the heifers are unloaded at a
check point for 24 hours.
Upon leaving the EU, a
veterinarian determines
whether the animals are fit
for further travel.

Calendar girls

B&W HF

R&W HF

year

days

2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008

359
358
357
361
360
349
347
344
348
348

kg
milk

9,888
9,928
9,778
9,787
9,780
9,052
9.079
8,876
8,823
8,804

%
fat

4.33
4.32
4.30
4.31
4.31
4.55
4.56
4.53
4.53
4.54

%
prot.
3.52
3.51
3.50
3.49
3.50
3.60
3.60
3.58
3.57
3.57

kg
fat

428
429
420
422
422
412
414
402
400
400

kg
prot.
348
348
342
342
342
326
327
318
315
314

There are many beautiful
cows in the Netherlands.
Every year Veepro Holland
publishes a special calendar
with a different ‘Calender
Girl’ for every month of the
year. In each issue the editor
introduces one or two of them.
This time two red & white
girls: Jeltje 32 (on the October
page of the calendar) and
Brederode Mientje (for
November).

Table 1 • Milk production Dutch HF registered cows between
September 2011 and September 2012, milk production took a small
step back. Kilograms fat and protein remained virtually unchanged.

Almost 10,000kg milk

The black & white HF cows,
with almost 560,000 head
forming the major part of
the national herd, on average
produced almost 10,000kg
milk per lactation in the
past year. Or more precisely,
it was 9,888kg with 4.33%
fat and 3.52% protein. That
corresponds with 776kg fat
and protein. Nowhere else
in the world is that average,
with HF, higher in one
lactation. On average they
were 359 days in milk. The
305-day production came to
8,898kg.
For red & white HF (more
than 105,000 milking cows)
milk production was lower,
at 9,052kg, but with red &
white the components are

2012
2011
2010
2005
2000
1995
1992

kg milk
per milk day
27.4
27.3
27.1
25.9
24.9
23.1
22.2

Table 2 • Average daily
production is steadily increasing,
as is indicated in the table:
average daily production from
herd-book cows that were culled
between September 2011 and
September 2012.

notably higher: 4.55% fat
and 3.60% protein. This
production was reached
in 349 days. The 305-day
production amounted to
8,310kg. All in all, red &
white is making headway in
reducing the difference with
black & white.
Compared to last year,
average milk production
per cow has not changed.
There were several reasons
for that. Higher feed prices
mean that dairy farmers are
feeding less concentrate. This
holds back milk production.
Expansion is another factor
of significance. Dairy farmers
are quickly expanding their
herds. That comes at the
expense of milk production
per cow, but they will catch
up soon enough. In addition,
farmers are choosing for
components instead of milk
volume. Kilograms fat and
protein remained virtually
steady. l

Alex Arkink

year

Jeltje 32

Jeltje 32, owned by dairyman N. uit den Boogaard at
Rijpwetering, is a daughter of DCH Almighty (Pericles x
Lightning), who transmits outstanding type: 109 for feet & legs,
106 for udder (106 for udder health) and 109 for frame. She is a
veritable daughter of her father. The kind of problem-free cow
that every farmer would like to have a barn full of. Without a
doubt, she also got her high components (in three lactations on
average 4.80% fat and 3.68% protein) from her sire.

Alex Arkink

When a farmer is paid for
components, this is money in
his pocket.
On average, Dutch cows
become 2092 days old. That is
almost 5 years and 9 months.
During that time, they calve
on average 3.4 times. In
ten years time, longevity
has increased by 100 days.
Registered cows that were
culled in the period from
September 2011 to September
2012 were 1266 days in milk,
or 3.5 years. That was two
days more than the previous
year.
From an international
perspective, the Netherlands
belongs to the forefront with
these longevity figures. For
Holstein Friesians it is even
in first place.

Brederode Mientje

A splendid fall scene: Brederode Mientje of W. Esselink
from Borculo. She is a daughter of the bull Leopard, who
unfortunately is no longer alive. Brederode Mientje has
outstanding type. She is classified VG 85. Her dam is a Kian
daughter. Kian is the most used red & white bull in the world,
with more than 1 million doses of semen. In the Netherlands
alone, there are now about 100,000 daughters in production,
and performing to the full satisfaction of their owners. Kian
and his sons are also being used heavily on black & white.
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Interview

At forefront with
udder health

With the introduction of a university faculty for

mastitis management the Netherlands is at the
forefront. “There is no ‘golden’ solution that will
solve the mastitis problem,” says Dr. Theo Lam,
the new professor for mastitis management.

“There is no ‘golden’

solution that will solve the
mastitis problem,” says Dr.
Theo Lam, the new professor
for mastitis management at
the University of Utrecht.
“However, at individual farm
level measures can be taken to
reduce the disease.”
With the introduction of
a university faculty for
mastitis management, the
Netherlands is at the forefront
of those countries that, at
a high scientific level, are
dealing with udder health.
“A very good initiative.
The Netherlands herewith
emphasizes how important it
is to work towards reducing
mastitis,” according to Theo

Lam. The most important
goal: to make the results of his
research available to the dairy
industry.
What will this faculty focus
on?
“We focus on three main
themes: bacteria, animals,
and farmers. These three are
closely connected to each
other. Extremely important
with bacteria is to ensure
optimal diagnostics. Knowing
where you stand as a dairy
farmer when it comes to udder
health. With animals, you
look for the highest possible
resistance. You have to ensure
that the infection pressure is
as low as possible. Farmers,
but veterinarians, too, have
to be informed and motivated
to use the knowledge that is
provided.”
What are the expectations?
“You see big differences
between farms when it
comes to udder health and
how measures are being
implemented. In that area
there still is lots of room
for improvement. You also
see that the world around
you is constantly changing.
We should respond to this
with our research. Take for
instance the measures, in
the Netherlands, to strongly
reduce the use of antibiotics.
What are the consequences
thereof for udder health? And
how can you maintain and

2
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improve the udder health?
What about the increasing
automation on dairy farms?”
Can mastitis ever be
eradicated or strongly
reduced?
“It is a farm-specific disorder
that will never go away
completely. There will always
be infections. The world is
not sterile. Viral diseases
like FMD, IBR or BVD can be
eradicated, or in any case from
a certain area or country. With
mastitis that is not possible.
We have to live with it, just
like a cold or influenza with
people. This does not mean
there’s nothing you can do
about it. On the contrary, you
can considerably reduce the
number of cases, if you take
the right measures.”
Dairy farmers want one
simple solution.
“Unfortunately, there is no
golden solution. A drink or
a pill that will completely
eradicate mastitis does not
exist. It doesn’t work this way.
It is a multi-factor disorder.
You have to look at various
aspects. For an individual
farm, it sometimes is possible
to find a very specific cause.
Once you find out what it
is, you can take measures.
However, at each farm the
cause can be different.”
How does the Netherlands
perform in udder health ?
“It is difficult to make an
international comparison.
However, we are doing quite
well. Other countries are
looking specifically at how we,
in the Netherlands, tackle the
problem of reducing mastitis.
Especially the cooperation
between different parties, in
the form of the Dutch Udder
Health Center (UGCN), draws

Dr. Theo Lam (51 years old) is
Jan first
the
CeesDutch
Vogelaar
professor in
Is there still
‘mastitis
management
room for impro
and
vement?n
milk
quality
will
with
it be
dairy
published
cattle’
Whenit
at
the Faculty
be lished
for n
Animal
will it be
published
Health
at the
Whenit
University
be lished
of n
will it beHe
Utrecht.
publishe
has been active in
this field for more than twenty
years.
Theo Lam is a veterinarian
working for the Animal Health
Service. In addition, he is
project leader with the Dutch
Udder Health Center (UGCN).

the attention. Herewith we
carry out a focused campaign
within the dairy industry.
The objective: less mastitis.
Thanks to the activities,
we were able to reduce the
number of cases of clinical
mastitis considerably: from an
average of 32 to 33 cases per
100 cows per year to 28 cases.
Also in the case of sub-clinical
mastitis you slowly notice
improvements. The cell count
from bulk-tank milk cultures
has dropped.”
Nowadays udder health
is an important trait in
breeding.
“Several countries, especially
from Scandinavia, already
have had such a trait for some
time. Along with breeding
organization CRV we have
developed a very valuable
tool. We look at cell count
patterns with the daughters,
and not just at the average.
By watching those patterns
closely, you can compile a very
good udder health index per
bull. In that area we are world
leaders.’
What is your breeding
advice?
“It is not necessary to select
bulls with a score of 110
or more for udder health.
However, do not take a bull
with a negative index.” l

Red and white indexes

Tobias surprises at
his debut in R&W
With JU Tobias an interesting newcomer

emerges in the new red & white index, while
Topspeed Kodak remains inapproachable.

With his debut, JU Tobias

(Lionel x Kian) immediately
claims a spot in the R&W
leading group. That he excels
for type, was clear to see for
the visitors to the All-Holland
Dairy Show NRM, where a
progeny group from Tobias
was shown. His rating of 112
for udders is splendid, as is
his 108 for legs. Add to this
the ratings for udder health
and hoof health (both at 105),
and the dairy farmer has
found a bull siring healthy
cows. The births are very
smooth, as is shown by the
111 score for calving ease.
A calving-ease bull par
excellence, who in addition
transmits lots of milk at
906kg milk with +32kg
protein.

On top of the list

Topspeed Kodak (Kevin x
Stadel) continues to top the

red & white list with a lead.
He owes this mostly to his
high plus for longevity (+694
days), but he has more irons
in the fire: 106 for udder
health, 106 for hoof health,
plusses for milk production
and percentages (169 euro
net milk yield), no less than
112 for calving ease, and good
type (106 udder, 105 legs). He
is a bull siring trouble-free
cows. Furthermore, Kodak
has a somewhat different
pedigree, without the heavily
used Kian sires or Lightning,
or any of their sons.

Hoof health

The same goes for Lowlands
Klimmer (Taco x Pablo),
whose main characteristic
is outstanding hoof health
(112). In addition, Klimmer
sires nice plusses in the
percentages (+0.32% fat
and +0.17% protein) and

Xxxxxxx

picture 1
Haler Dora 140 (s. Tobias)
Production: 2.01 in 300 days, 8,513kg milk, 4.03% fat, 3.50% protein

outstanding udder health
(104). Coming from the same
breeding farm is Lowlands
Fender (TS Gogo x Lightning),
who seems to show only
plusses in his index ratings,
with 108 for legs being his
strongest point.
Aalshorst Pleasure (Talent x
Merton) is a strong outcross
bull, who does improve once
again. He adds 16 points
to his NVI score for a total
of 167 NVI. For longevity
he makes a step forward,
moving to a plus of 618 days.
His udder composite of 111
also adds to his popularity
amongst dairy farmers. That
popularity applies to another
Talent son as well: Talentino
(mgs. Kian). Once again this
bull moves further up the
ranking, to 174 NVI. He is a
very good milk transmitter
(+491kg milk and +0.17%
protein) with excellent
udder (111) and legs (110)
composites.

Top class bull

Delta Fidelity (Kian x
Lightning) now has added
2nd crop daughters to his
numbers. And also with
these numbers he easily
maintains his position in the
top ranking, a clear indication
we are talking about a top
class bull here. It is clear why
Fidelity is so popular, both
nationally and internationally.
He owes this to his high
protein proof and the superior
quality of the feet & legs.
Thanks to a plus of 0.23% he
adds 47kg of protein. With a
net milk yield of 304 euro, he
is one of the most lucrative
red & white transmitters of
production potential.

Super conformation

The super conformation bull

Table 1 • The top 10 of the August
indexes of available red-and-white
sires sampled in the Netherlands
(source NVO, August 2012).		

name
Topspeed Kodak
Heihoeve Arnold
Ju Tobias
Maniac van de Peul
Talentino
Delta Fidelity
Lowlands Fender
Lowlands Klimmer
Lowlands Standard
Aalshorst Pleasure

sire
NVI
Kevin
217
Lightning 188
Lionel
187
Royalist
178
Talent
174
Kian
173
TS Gogo 173
Taco
172
Jasper
169
Talent
167

Table 2 • The top 5 available redand-white sires ranked on
kg milk (NVO, August 2012).

		
name
Lowlands Standard
Delta Lilac
Lowlands Leola
Heihoeve 107 Marcello
Van de Peul Kylian

sire kg milk+
Jasper
2215
Canvas
2124
Canvas
1566
Canvas
1185
Kian
1137

Table 3 • The top 5 available redand-white sires ranked on total
score (NVO, August 2012).

name
Poos Stadel Classic
HS Twister
Ju Tobias
Delta Lilac
Talentino

sire total score
Stadel
114
Lightning
112
Lionel
112
Canvas
112
Talent
112

Table 4 • The top 5 available
red-and-white sires ranked on
longevity (NVO, August 2012).

		
name
Topspeed Kodak
Lowlands Lambiek
Aalshorst Pleasure
Heihoeve Arnold
Lowlands Fender

sire
longevity
Kevin
696
Talent
624
Talent
618
Lightning
584
TS Gogo
567

The sires listed in the tables are owned by
AI-organizations that participate in Veepro
Holland (CRV, AI Kampen). Sires whose semen is
not available for export are not listed.

Maniac Van de Peul (Royalist
x Kian) continues to do very
well with an NVI of 178
points. He has extremely good
udder (110) and feet & legs
(114) composites. Among his
strong plus points are also
longevity (+437 days) and
udder health (106). l
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Foreign farm visit

Quickly towards
3,000 dairy cows

Entrepreneur Nedim Ilci (58 years old) has major plans with his dairy

farm in Turkey. He wants to almost triple the number of milking cows to
3,000 head. Bottleneck is the provision of sufficient homegrown feeds.

W

ithin a few years time,
the building contractor and
hotel owner has founded a
large and modern dairy farm
with a small processing plant
under the name of ILCI. It
can be found in the town of
Cicekdagi, in the mountainous
province of Kirsehir, located
between Ankara, the capital,
and the city of Kayseri in the
east.
Four years ago the farm
started out with 600 milking
heifers, and has expanded to
1,100 dairy cows.

Expansion plans

In Cicekdagi, director
Nami Sagir (42 years old)
is in charge at ILCI. He
enthusiastically explains
about the expansion plans
and the use of Dutch genetics.
“We will expand to 2,000
cows. The owner even wants
to grow to 3,000 dairy cows,
but whether this is possible?
First the feed provision has to
be well organized here. This
usually is the limiting factor
when planning expansion,”
the director of the dairy farm
explains.
The farm has 1,700 hectares
of crop land of which 400
hectares can be irrigated.
Alfalfa and corn are being
grown there. In order to
have sufficient irrigation
water, ILCI has built its own
reservoir. The remainder is
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dry land. One half is barren
to let the soil rest and keep
the water supply going.
The other half is in use for
grains, such as barley and
wheat and a crop called
sainfoin, also known as
esparcet or pipirigallo. This
papilionaceous herb with a
red flower at its top – the
Latin name being Onobrychus
sativa – is grown for grazing,
hay and silage, as it is
relatively high in protein and
most minerals.

Perfect plant

Tanar Akar, consultant
grassland provision and
researcher at the agricultural

university in Kayseri, is
delighted with it. “This is a
perfect plant that does well,
especially in these arid areas.
In this region of Turkey,
there is less than 350 mm of
precipitation per year,” he
explains. When you grow this
crop three years in a row on
a certain plot, it will have
added so much nitrogen to
the soil that it is very well
suited for growing barley or
wheat for two years in a row,
according to the consultant.
“A wonderful biological way of
using the land, and in addition
sainfoin also yields 5,000 to
10,000kg of dry matter, which
is an excellent feed to provide

The dairy farm looks very well maintained
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Specialists are responsible for
the company management. From
left to right: veterinarian Hilmi
Tas, director Nami Sagir, and
nutritionist Hasan Sijlecik

high-producing dairy cows
with a high-protein roughage
product.”
The dairy farm looks very
well maintained. There are
free-stall barns with a closed
floor with scrapers, and good
ventilation. The cows always
have outside access. The cows
that are about to calve have
large individual pens with a
big rubber mat in the middle
for them to lie down on. All
the manure is collected and
sent to a biogas installation.
The average milk production
of the young herd is 26kg of
milk per day with 4.1% fat
and more than 3.7% protein.
This will quickly increase to
28kg of milk per day.
Nutritionist Hasan Sijlecik
(31) indicates that the goal is
to quickly increase production
to 30kg of milk per day.
Veterinarian Hilmi Tas (29) in
particular aims at healthy and
long-lasting cows.

Turkey

Spotlight on

Slotbooms Pilot

“The legs have to be sound
and the animals should be
fertile,” he mentions as main
focus points.

This requires not only
outstanding management,
but also outstanding dairy
cows. In order to achieve
his goal fast, he can
purchase heifers from the
Netherlands. Recently a
veterinary certificate has been
established and imports into
Turkey are possible. So far
the farm has opted for semen
from renowned and reliable
bulls from the Netherlands
that transmit high fat and
protein percent. For the owner
this is important to get more
efficiency from the milk
when processing it to cheese
and other dairy products in
his processing plant. The
bulls currently being used
include Paramount, Olympic,
Franchise, and Lupy.
On their heifers they want
to start using sexed semen
in order to quickly generate
more heifer calves for the
expansion.

Outstanding alfalfa

The ration consists of
outstanding alfalfa hay
in combination with good
corn silage and homegrown
concentrates. The cows eat
this ration well and thanks
to good rumen function it
gets digested optimally. The
ration of the high-producing
cows consists of (per cow):
16kg corn silage (average
of 30-33% dry matter),
7kg alfalfa hay, and 13.5kg
concentrates. Minerals,
vitamins and by-pass protein
have been processed into this.
The lower-production cows
receive a smaller quantity of
forage and concentrates. l
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Outstanding management

Grietje 170 (s. Pilot), 2.01 in 330 days, 7,030kg milk,
4.40% fat, 3.56% protein

This pilot will guide your
herd safely into a profitable
harbor. Besides very good
production with high
components, he is also a
superb transmitter for all
functional characteristics.
It is indeed very rare to
find a sire with overall
improvement in easy
calving, low cell count,
shapely udders, strong legs,
good fertility and ideal
temperament and milking
speed.
His daughters have the
desired slope of rump and
excel in health of their
feet. All these favorable
characteristics promise a
long productive life. This
lifetime expectation is
backed by a remarkable
pedigree.
His sire Mascol proves

these days to be the most
successful sire of sons. In
genomics he did perhaps not
score as well as Shottle or
Goldwyn, but with the quality
of his sons he clearly is the
better one of the three under
Dutch conditions.
Pilot’s mother line is an
impressive example, not so
much for short generation
intervals but without any
doubt for high lifetime
performances.
His dam Geertje 358 (VG
89) as a nine year old is still
healthy and productive after
72,000kg milk. As a daughter
of the influential French
sire Jocko Besne makes
Pilot therefore the product
of the two European top
transmitters of the last years.
Further on in his pedigree
we find Geertje 270 (GP84,

s. Fatal) as granddam with
56,000kg, Geertje 239
(VG 85, s. United Nick)
as great-granddam with
85,000kg and then Geertje
222 (VG 86) daughter of the
unforgettable Sunny Boy
with an amazing lifetime
production of 129,000kg
with 4,4% fat and 3,5%
protein. So the four direct
dams in the mother line
of Pilot have an average
lifetime production of
85,000kg.
This cow family is bred in
the Slotboom herd during
10 generations for over 50
years. There are also in
this herd two lovely full
sisters of Pilot, both VG 86
with high production.
They underline the genetic
qualities of their brother. In
these days of so called quick
genetic progress Pilot’s
pedigree maybe look like
old genetics compared to
the application of genomics.
However the great majority
of dairy farmers is not so
much interested in just a
genetic topper in their herds
with all risks involved. They
are more looking for herd
replacements of trouble free
cows with a long productive
life.
Pilot seems to be a very safe
guide towards this goal.

Production index
kg
rpty milk
83
+624

%
fat
–0.07

%
prot.
+002

kg
fat
+ 21

kg
prot.
+ 23

Inet*
e142

longevity
NVI
+ 350 + 203

cell
counts
105

calf
ease fertility
104
101

*milkmoney in euros

Conformation
frame
robustness
udder
feet & legs
total score

107
107
109
106
111
96

100

106
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Dutch farm visit

A rarity: eight generations in a row. In brackets are the ages when the picture was taken, in February 2011 from right to left: Afra 31 (15.9 yrs), Afra 38
(12.5 yrs), Afra 48 (10.5 yrs), Afra 60 (8.4 yrs), Afra 75 (6.2 yrs), Afra 108 (2.1 yrs) Afra 131 (3 weeks). Ton and Anne Marie Lansbergen in front of Afra 48.

Tremendous longevity
with eight generations

Pay more attention to the maternal line, don’t

just look at bulls. That is extremely important
if you want to get long-lasting cows, according
to Dutch dairy farmer Ton Lansbergen.
He provides proof with his herd.

The photo is impressive.

Eight generations of cows
in a row. Maybe not a world
record, but certainly a rarity
from a global perspective. In
front the oldest, the 16-yearold Afra 31 (s. Celsius), who
has reached the milestone of
10,000kg fat and protein, just
like her dam, Tops daughter
Afra 17. Number four with
10,000kg is on the way. Afra
38 (s. Cash) will pass – if all
goes well – that special mark
yet this year. And in addition
the farm also has eleven cows
that in the course of the years
have produced 100,000kg of
milk. Each of them proving
that longevity is a rock-solid
point on this farm.
And this goes hand in hand
with high milk production.
On the farm, situated close to
the Dutch coast, in the village
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of Egmond aan den Hoef,
the 78 milking cows produce
an average of 10,577kg milk
with 4.14% fat and 3.46%
protein in 305 days, which is
significantly above the Dutch
average. The replacement rate
is around 20 percent.

Longevity

Farmer Ton Lansbergen (48
years old) works consistently
towards longevity. These
efforts are greatly bolstered
by a maternal line on his
farm: the Afras. Almost all of
the cows from this line reach
a very high age. The average
age of the octet in this picture
is more than ten years. But
seventeen years, like Afra 17,
is still an exception.
“During their middle years,
they still look outstanding.
They walk around like young
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cows,” Ton Lansbergen says
enthusiastically. In 1975 his
parents purchased a number
of heifers, including the
first Afra. Her pedigree was
unknown, but she developed
into a tremendous cow. Just
like her descendants. “Strong
cows. Ideal to work with.
With very sound feet & legs,
but also broad cows with lots
of capacity, so that they can
process a lot of feed. Latematuring cows, not cows
that burn out easily. When
they are young, they produce
milk easily and that only
increases,” Ton Lansbergen
sums up their plus points.
Added to that strong maternal
line is also a lucky hand of
breeding, with Dutch bulls
that belong to the absolute
top internationally: Tops,
Sunny Boy, Celsius, Cash.
“Afra 31 could very well be
the best Celsius daughter in
the world,” according to the
farmer, who is referring to
her top results. With Cash
daughter Afra 38, he made
use of line-breeding, because
further back in the pedigree
Cash’s grandsire, Nehls, was
used. “Always risky, a cross
like that. You need to be lucky

with inbreeding. It is always
possible that you end up with
a weakling, but also, like in
the case of Afra 38, with the
best brood cow in the herd!”
Forty percent of his herd (34
of the 78 cows, to be more
precise) are Afras. “I would be
happy to have my entire herd
from this maternal line,” says
Ton Lansbergen, immediately
adding that you should never
concentrate on just one
maternal line in your herd.
All the same, he presently is
working with sexed semen
in order to increase the
number of Afra-descendants.
Although, they do not all
stay on the farm. The farmer
sells heifers both in the
Netherlands and abroad.
Therefore there now are also
cows bred by him in England
and Russia, for example.

Very slowly

Ton Lansbergen experiences
that it is challenging to
increase the longevity within
a maternal line.
“I am working at it, but it
happens very slowly. There
always seems to be one
reason or other why some
cows have to be culled at a

Dick Breddels
Harrie van Leeuwen

Afra 31 (s. Celsius): 145,643kg milk, 4.28% fat, 3.56% protein. Total of
11,429kg fat and protein

young age. Unique is, that
it rarely happens with the
Afras.” This strengthens
him in his opinion that
the maternal line is just as
important as sire selection.
“In breeding, this should get a
lot more attention,” he says.
His breeding goal is easy to
guess: problem-free cows

with high longevity and
outstanding late-maturity.
“These two go together.
And,” he emphasizes, “they
must be able to realize high
productions.” He always
selects first within his own
herd. Only cows and heifers
with a milk production close
to herd average (lactation

Afra 38 (s. Cash): 130,725kg milk, 4.00% fat, 3.49% protein. Total of
9,883kg fat and protein

value of 95%) qualify.
With the sire selection, he
aims for a minimal score
of 100 for late maturity. In
addition, the farmer looks
specifically at blood lines,
rump width and rump slope,
and at functional traits like
somatic cell score and udder
health. That should show
a score of at least 100 too,
but preferably higher. This
coincides with his pursuit of
healthy, problem-free cows,
that – if possible – are able
to produce 100,000kg milk
during their lifetime. Ton
Lansbergen readily admits
that not all cows can reach
this milestone, but that
should be the goal to aim at.
Health also has high priority
on this farm. The vet costs
of less than one half cent per
kg milk are on the low side.
“However, that can be better
yet. Especially now that,
in the Netherlands, we are
strongly reducing the use of
antibiotics. So we do have to
chose even more emphatically
for healthy and durable cows.”

Harrie van Leeuwen

Proven sires

He opts for security and
actually only uses bulls that
have proven themselves.
This means waiting, and not
immediately using any bull
that debuts high on the index
list with a brand-new index.
This means that he could miss
a new top bull and with that
also some quick progress, but
the farmer can live with that.
“Modern AI organisations
work quickly. They look at the
figures on paper, but those are

figures that still need to be
proven in the field. I prefer to
look at the true performance
of the daughters. Do they
really give lots of milk and
are they truly late maturing?”
With that, he requires a
reliability of at least 90
percent. Therefore he does not
use genomic bulls either.
His list of recently used
bulls – he does the breeding
himself – includes a number
of proven sires: Goli, Cricket,
Paramount, Diamond, Stoll
Joc and the red & white Kian
sons Curtis and Kylian. He
has also used Slotbooms Pilot
(Mascol x Jocko), but – despite
four index rounds for Pilot –
he actually finds it a still too
early.
Most of the day, Ton
Lansbergen is busy with his
cattle. “I am always looking
at my cows. While I am
working, I watch them. If I
am on the tractor, I’m at the
same time keeping an eye
on the cows. I really have to
be careful not to run into a
ditch. Call it a hobby, call it
a passion, but in my eyes the
cows are beautiful.”

Feed costs

On his farm, he also pays a
lot of attention to feeding,
especially in the face of
world-wide rising feed costs.
All year round, the farmer
feeds corn silage, grass and
concentrate. He works with
a TMR mixer. The high
producing animals receive,
amongst others, 4kg of
propylene pellets “It helps to
prevent ketosis,” he says. l
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Black and white indexes

Mascol sons sparkling
B&W index debutants

Mascol sons put a big stamp on the newest

Dutch-Flemish B&W index release. Three sons,
whose names all start with an S: Silver, Silky and
Summit, are promising and strong newcomers.

the new leader of the black &
white ranking. An exceptional
bull, who rapidly gained both
national and international
fame. He could develop into
a great elite bull such as Lord
Lily, Addison, or Celsius, who
are renowned around the

world. Danillo forms part of
the current list of international
top sires like Bolton, Man-OMan, and Planet.
The Goldwyn son excels in
conformation, with ratings
of 113 for udder and 111 for
legs. To this he adds 104 for
udder health and 103 for

Table 1 • The top 10 of the August indexes of available black-and-white
sires sampled in the Netherlands (source NVO, August 2012).		

picture 2

picture 3
picture 4

kg			 total
prot.+ Inet+ DU score
31
219 460
115
32
180 536
107
23
98 604
110
29
188 180
111
35
160 640
108
18
170 664
107
24
266 567
99
26
192 554
109
23
142 350
111
48
316 458
105

NVI
278
234
223
219
215
210
208
205
203
202

picture 1
Wilhelmina 441 (s. Danillo), 2.06 in 378 days, 12,486kg milk,
4.10% fat, 3.52% protein
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In the new index ranking,
especially the Mascol sons
make a strong impression.
Mascol pushes Shottle and
Goldwyn sons – except for
Danillo – backwards. The sons
of these two elite bulls don’t
fully live up to the initial high
expectations. Now that the
figures of the daughters are
appearing, indeed the Mascol
sons seem to be doing much
better. Mascol transmits high
longevity (+733 days extra),
very good udders (106) and
legs (106), outstanding cell
count/udder health (106),
phenomenal calving ease
(109) and plusses for milk
production and percentages.
His sons strengthen these
outstanding numbers again on

picture 2 Koba 331 (s. Persuader), 2.01 in 299 days, 7,555kg milk,
3.77% fat, 3.59% protein
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picture 1

		
kg
kg
name
sire
milk+ fat+
Danillo
Goldwyn
863
41
Delta Persuader
Mascol
800
11
Ralma O-Man Cf Cricket O Man
854
4
Delta Refiner
Manager
906
32
Het Broek Silver
Mascol
1309
11
Big Winner
Win 395
116
38
Timmer Tyson
O Man
–109
65
De-Su Oman Goli
O Man
789
39
Slotbooms Pilot
Mascol
624
21
Woudhoeve 1042 Impuls O Man
1120
50

Strong impression

parts. This results in troublefree, efficient cows that will
stay in the herd for a long time.
Take Delta Persuader (mgs.
Dustin) for instance, the highest
Mascol son in the ranking (234
NVI points). As compared to
the previous index release, he
strongly improved for milk
production (+800kg milk, +32
kg protein). His strength is feet
& legs. With a score of 111, he
belongs to the absolute top in
this area. Both his 107 for udder
health and 104 for hoof health
are not to be sneezed at either.
Newcomer Het Broek Silver
(mgs. Jocko) impresses. The
Mascol son makes his debut
directly in the upper echelons of
the ranking with a strong plus
for milk production (+1309kg),
high longevity (+640 days), and
no less than 111 for calving
ease, 106 for udder health,
and 106 for feet & legs. An
outstanding report, to which
Silver adds outstanding type
with a total score of 108.
His full brother Het Broek
Silky is also making a strong
debut. An udder transmitter par
excellence, with a score of 110
for udder and 109 for cell count.
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Danillo (Goldwyn x O-Man) is

hoof health. Calving ease is
well above average too at
106. Danillo combines these
splendid figures with nice
production gains: plusses
for milk (+863kg) and for
fat and protein (41 and 31kg
respectively). Herewith he
generates 219 euro net milk
yield (Inet).

name
Delta Scarlet
Klassic Labron
Ladys-Manor Omen
Jimtown Nicki Nitro
Jonker Floyd
Zeliv Ichant
Delta Malaga
De Biesheuvel Sunrise
Delta Paramount

sire kg milk+
Canvas
2494
O Man
2292
O Man
1983
Bw Marshall 1902
Shottle
1701
Merchant
1663
Jordan
1576
Jardin
1522
Jocko
1471

He belongs to the best as well
for hoof health at 104, calving
ease 105, milk production
(+753kg), and longevity (+588
days). Adding yet extra appeal
to the two Mascol sons is their
pedigree, featuring prominent
bulls like Ronald, Sunny Boy,
Blackstar, Bell, and Tops. Based
on that pedigree they should
keep getting better and better.
A very promising couple.
De Biesheuvel Summit (mgs.
Dustin) is the third newly
arrived Mascol son, with
also appealing figures. With
+1211kg milk and +54 kg
protein, 107 udders, and 106
feet & legs being his strongest
points, he also shows strong
plusses for udder health, hoof
health, and calving ease. A
prominent all-round bull.
Groenibo Damascus (Mascol x
Jocko) impressed at his debut
with a high plus for milk
production (+1173kg) and
+42kg protein, and nice type
figures (107 total score).

Table 3 • The top 9 available
black-and-white sires ranked on
kg protein (GES, August 2012)

Table 4 • The top 9 available
black-and-white sires ranked on
total score (GES, August 2012)

Table 5 • The top 10 available
black-and-white sires ranked on
feet & legs (GES, August 2012)

		
name
sire kg prot.+
De Biesheuvel Sunrise Jardin
62
Delta Scarlet
Canvas
60
Delta Canvas
Sparta
57
De Biesheuvel Summit Mascol
54
Klassic Labron
O Man
52
De Biesheuvel Sydney Jardin
51
Woudhoeve 1042 Impuls O Man
48
Southland Lincoln
Canvas
47
Delta Paramount
Jocko
43

name
Havep Nano
De Bleuw Kindness
Dt Improver
Delta Nimbo
Delta Refiner
Slotbooms Pilot
Newhouse Hollandia
Aurora Ormsby
Delta Morazan

name
Dome's Navarro
Delta Persuader
Delta Paramount
Delta Malaga
Dt Improver
Delta Refiner
Havep Nano
Jongsteins Buckman
Capnation Goldman
Blackstorm

Slotbooms Pilot (Mascol x
Jocko), who made a strong
debut during the previous
release, comes out even
stronger with an exceptional
type score of 111. He is the
right bull for a widespread use,
as he has no weaknesses.

sire total score
Olympic
113
Shottle
112
O Man
111
Rocko
111
Manager
111
Mascol
111
Paramount
111
Shottle
111
Olympic
111

composite (110) standing out
the most. Add to this a plus
of 906 kg milk (+71kg fat and
protein) and it is clear that
dairy farmers have access to a
remarkable bull here.

Late maturity

Big Winner (Win 395 x Lucky
Leo) continues to climb in
the ranking. Once again, this
outcross bull adds 15 points
to his tally. At 210 NVI points
he belongs to the top. An
important characteristic of
his daughters is their latematurity. They get better with
every lactation. They start
with a small plus for protein
in the first lactation, but in
their third lactation they are
already at 33kg. Big Winner
distinguishes himself with
high longevity (664 days extra),
plusses for the functional
traits, high percentages
(+0.40% fat and +0.17%
protein) as well as outstanding
type (105 udder and 107 legs).

Refiner, step forwards

Remarkable in the index
ranking is the ascent of Delta
Refiner, who once again takes
a step forward and now is
ranking very high at 219
NVI points. He comes from
the Art-Acres Tex B family,
which also generated top
bulls like Paramount and Win
395. With Manager x Jordan
as parents, Refiner has an
interesting outcross pedigree.
His management traits are
strong across the board, with
107 for cell count/udder health,
a high rating of 107 for hoof
health, and 108 for calving
ease. He also has a very high
type score (111) with udder

Table 6 • The top 10 available
black-and-white sires ranked on
longevity (GES, August 2012)

name
sire
longevity
Delta Malaga
Jordan
771
Big Winner
Win 395
664
Het Broek Silver
Mascol
640
Matchpoint
Jesther
621
Ralma O-Man Cf Cricket O Man
604
De-Su Oman Goli
O Man
554
Delta Persuader
Mascol
536
Westenrade Lace
Win 395
525
Aurora Ormsby
Shottle
512
Jongsteins Buckman
Besne Buck
496
The sires listed in the tables are owned by
AI-organizations that participate in Veepro
Holland (CRV, AI Kampen). Sires whose semen is
not available for export are not listed.

It is not really surprising that
this late-maturity bull presently
is international very popular.
Delta Malaga (Jordan x Jocko),
too, belongs to the outcross
bulls that perfectly maintain
their positions in the top
ranking. l

picture 4 Kitty 18 (s. Silver), 2.00 in 303 days, 9,079kg milk,
4.03% fat, 3.36% protein

Alger Meekma

picture 3
B Griet 114 (s. Refiner), 2.03 in 299 days, 9,854kg milk,
3.62% fat, 3.29% protein

sire feet & legs
Mascol
113
Mascol
111
Jocko
109
Jordan
108
O Man
108
Manager
108
Olympic
108
Besne Buck
108
Mascol
108
Storm
108

Alex Arkink

Table 2 • The top 9 available
black-and-white sires ranked on
kg milk (GES, August 2012)

November

15

Eylander K 996 (s. Emanuelson), 2.01 in 361 days, 8,658kg milk, 4.13% fat, 3.62% protein
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Mastitis
and udder health (2)

Clean milking: use gloves

Udder health is important for both the cow and the dairy farmer. Less mastitis means less costs,
more pleasure at work, less use of antibiotics, and higher quality milk. In addition, and certainly
not the least important – better udder health results in improved animal welfare because
mastitis is a very painful disease.

When is udder health

good? In the first place it is
of course the dairy farmer
himself who decides this. The
one farmer will find a tank
cell count of 200,000 cells/ml

acceptable, while another
does not want to exceed
100,000 cells/ml. The Dutch
Udder Health Center UGCN is
of the opinion that more than
30 clinical cases per 100 cows

per year and/or a tank cell
count of 250,000 cells/ml
is too much for any farm. The
table in the box on the next
page lists the standards as
recommended by the UGCN

with respect to udder health.
The goal should be to achieve
these standards over time.
Include theme in the goals for
your farm. Of course you can
and may always try to end up

UGCN
improves
udder health
The abbreviation ‘UGCN’
stands for the Dutch name:
‘Uier Gezondheids Centrum
Nederland’, which can be
translated as Dutch Udder
Health Centre. It was
founded in 2005 by the dairy
industry and the agricultural
association to improve udder
health. They took the initiative
to start a national program to
improve udder health in the
Netherlands. With an average
Bulk Milk Somatic Cell Count
(BMSCC) of approximately
230,000, udder health was,
certainly in an international
context, not problematic.
Improved udder health leads
to less economic losses and
more satisfaction for both
producers and dairy industry.
Apart from that, mastitis is
related to welfare of cows.
The UGCN has issued a
number of publications for
dairy farmers. In its Dairy
Management series, Veepro
Magazine is printing a
selection of these publications
starting with a general article
about important aspects
surrounding mastitis.

Standards for good udder health
Clinical mastitis
Average cell count
Number of animals with an elevated cell count
Number of animals with a new elevated cell count
Culling due to udder health or teat problems
Repeat cases
Number of stepped-on teats
New infections during dry cow period (cell count low in and high out)
Cured in dry cow period: (cell count high in and low out)

less than 15%
less than 150,000 cl/ml
less than 10%
less than 6%
less than 5%
less than 10%
less than 2%
less than 10%
more than 70%

with numbers that are lower
than these standards.

Goals

Set yourself each year a
realistic goal in the form of
target numbers to achieve.
What percentage of clinical
mastitis is acceptable? How
low would you like the cell
count to be? What results
to expect from (dry cow)
treatment?
Setting goals is one thing,
but of course it is all about
reaching your targets! Take
some time to discuss your
aims with your vet. Check
together which measures are
necessary to achieve your
goals. In what area can you
do better? And be especially
consistent in carrying out
that plan.

Hygiene

An important question
to start with: How is the
situation regarding infection
pressure at the farm?
A good first impression of
the infection pressure from
environmental pathogens can
be obtained by evaluating the
cow’s hygiene.
A visually clean cow means
a clean environment and
therefore most probably a
low infection pressure from
the environment. A dirty cow
certainly comes with a higher
infection pressure.
Research has shown that
three evaluation points are
important to evaluate the
environmental hygiene/
infection pressure:
Use clean towels for cleaning
the teats

1. the udder (rear and/or side)
2. the thighs
3. the lower legs and feet

Scoring

The animals must be
evaluated from close by,
in the milking parlor for
example. This can be done by
means of a ‘Hygiene score’.
It is important to score a
considerable number of cows
(50 out of 100 to 120 head).
Do not forget the dry cows
and pregnant heifers!
Research indicates that in
herds with a tank cell count
above 250,000 cells/ml, there
are 5 times more cows with
score 4 than in herds with a
tank cell count below 150,000
cells/ml. The tank cell count
therefore is higher when there
are more dirty cows.
Dirty cows have 1.5 times
more often sub-clinical
mastitis than clean cows.

What to do when results
are unfavorable?

Dirty udders: pay attention
to hygiene of the stall,
bedding in the stall, hygiene
in the alleys, clipping or
singing udders, hygiene of

Hygiene score cart komt
Hygiene score

A regular ‘Hygiene score’ is important. Score the udders, beds and legs & feet.
Score 1 = clean
Score 2 = slightly dirty
Score 3 = dirty
Score 4 = extremely dirty

Hygiene rear and side udder

How clean are the udders and teats when entering the milking parlor?
Focus points: hygiene of beds, bedding of beds, hygiene of alleys, clip or singe udders,
comfort in free-stalls, manure consistency and health of heads,….
Score 1 = clean
Score 2 = slightly dirty
Hygiene thighs
Score 3 = dirty
How clean are the beds?
Focus points: grooming of beds and bedding, comfort in free-stalls, hygiene freestalls, manure consistency, and health of the herd.

Hygiene lower legs and feet

How clean are the alleys?
Focus points: use of a manure scraper or manure robot, cleaning of alleys where
manure scraper or manure robot has no access, manure consistency, cleaning of
holding area, ….

Of course it comes with guidelines/target values:
Count of udders with score 3 or 4 should be less than 10%
Count of thighs with score 3 or 4 should be less than 15%
Count of lower legs with score 3 or 4 should be less than 20%

the tail switch, stall comfort,
manure consistency, and herd
health.
Dirty thighs: pay attention
to stall grooming and bedding,
comfort in the free-stalls,
manure consistency, and herd
health.
Dirty legs: pay attention to
the use of a manure scraper/
removing manure from alleys
where the manure scraper
has no access, manure
consistency, cleaning of
holding area.
Thin manure can be an
important cause of dirtiness.
Some of the causes for thin
manure are too much protein
and/or an imbalanced amount
of microbial protein that is
being produced based on
rumen-available nitrogen
on the one side and rumenavailable energy on the
other side. Thin manure is
Keep the tank cell counts
below 150,000 cells/ml

the result when too much
nitrogen is available in the
rumen.
It can also be caused by
too much concentrates and
insufficient fiber in the
ration. This also goes for
intestinal infections caused
by bacteria (Salmonella for
example) or a virus (winter
diarrhea for example).

Dry bedding

It is very important that
bedding is as dry as possible.
Bacteria prefer to multiply in
a moist and warm (scalding)
environment.
Organic bedding like sawdust,
straw, and paper pulp are
also being used by bacteria as
a nutrient source, certainly
when some leaked-out milk is
added. The quickest way for
bacteria to multiply – in order
of speed – occurs in dried

manure, straw, hardwood
chips, white sawdust, paper
pulp. Softwood varieties (such
as pine and fir) contain more
resin-like substances, which
slightly inhibit bacterial
growth, and are therefore
more suitable than hardwood
or oak.
Inorganic bedding (sand)
contains no nutrients, unless
it is badly contaminated with
organic material like manure.
The material used as the main
substance of the bedding,
should contain as little
pathogens as possible. The
storage of the inventory of
this main bedding material
should be well-organized and
dry (under a roof). If this is
not the case, the (initially)
good bedding material may
be compromised. A plastic
cover often results in molds
and bacterial growth due to

It’s important that bedding is as dry as possible
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condensation. Scalding should
be prevented by purchasing
dry bedding material and
storing it in a dry place.
Prevent bedding from
absorbing moisture from a
(moist) underground. A layer
of stones underneath the
inventory could prevent this.
For sufficient comfort in
the stall, grip, absorption
of moisture, and to prevent
stepped-on teats, a deepbedded stall should have at
least 15 cm of bedding. On
a rubber mattress a layer of
at least 5 cm of bedding is
desired.

Adding lime?

The adding of a handful of
agricultural lime (calcium
carbonate) in the stall, at
a rate of 1kg per 10kg of
sawdust, has a drying effect,
and makes the growth

environment (pH) for E-coli
bacteria less desirable for
about a day.
Quicklime is dangerous to use
and undesirable, as it causes
‘burns’ which may occur to
teats and udder skin.

Disinfecting stalls

In the case of an outbreak
of Klebsiella mastitis, one of
the advices is to disinfect the
stalls. First all the bedding
must be removed from the
stalls (sweep-clean).
Next, the stalls need to be
sprayed with a watering can
with a 3-4% formaldehyde
solution. Let this solution
soak in for half an hour and
then remove the remains
of the liquid with a rubber
scraper.
Next, let it dry as well as
possible and then bed the
stalls with clean bedding.

